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REVA Earns ARGUS Platinum Certification 

REVA, Inc., the largest dedicated, fixed-wing, aero-medical services provider in the Americas, last week 

received ARGUS Platinum certification, the highest rating for aviation safety and quality. A year-long 

preparation and extensive safety audit by ARGUS International, a leading provider of air-charter safety 

ratings, resulted in REVA receiving this prime and infrequently-awarded rating which is testament to the 

success of REVA’s top core value, Safety.  

 

Internationally, there are 511 ARGUS-rated aviation Operators with the majority being Gold-rated, and 15 

being Gold Plus-rated.  REVA is now one of only 141 Operators worldwide that have earned the highest 

quality rating, Platinum.  

 “We are very excited to receive the ARGUS Platinum rating. A great deal of effort was made by the whole 

team to ensure that our documentation, policies, and practices align with the ARGUS Platinum Standard. 

The Platinum Rating recognizes our accomplishments in our Safety Management System, Emergency 

Response Planning, and adherence to standard operating procedures in Aviation, Maintenance, and 

Dispatch,” stated Emma Roberts, REVA’s Director of Safety. 



 
 
 
 

 

“Safety is the top core value for REVA, and we are committed to continually enhancing the safety of our 

passengers and crew. Achieving the highest level that can be reached within the ARG/US rating system 

shows the commitment that REVA and its employees make to safety every day,” Roberts added. 

ARGUS Ratings are also integrated on AirCharterGuide.com in which REVA, Inc. is listed, and is available 

to clients any time. 

  

### 

 

REVA, Inc. employs over 300 air-ambulance service professionals who deliver caring, efficient, and 

medically-sound jet and fixed-wing flight services from bases throughout North America including the 

Caribbean.  REVA, Inc., has completed more than 25,000 medical transports that include time-sensitive 

organ deliveries, trauma response, and intensive-care connections in addition to private charters 

associated with medical tourism, cruise-line passenger emergencies, and philanthropic efforts. REVA, Inc. 

has earned over a dozen top industry honors and recognitions from NAAMTA, EURAMI, International 

Assistance Group, ARGUS Platinum as well as the AAMS Fixed Wing Award of Excellence, ACE Safety 

Award, ITIJ 2015 Air Ambulance Provider of the Year Award and ITIJ 2016 Air Ambulance Provider of the 

Year Award Finalist. 



 
 
 
REVA, Inc. and its air-ambulance services are licensed by U.S. and international agencies including U.S. 

Federal Aviation Administration (Certificate #O2JA595N), Canadian Transportation Agency International 

License; and U.S. Treasury Cuban operation authorization. Through individual and corporate affiliations, 

the staff and fleet uphold professional performance standards that exceed industry practices and 

expectations. 

 

To learn more about REVA, Inc., and its worldwide services: 

On the Web: www.flyreva.com 

By phone: 1-954-730-9300 & Toll Free: 1-800-752-4195 

http://www.flyreva.com/
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